GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
1.

Definitions
1.1 Contractor: EVENTÔIR, established at WG Plein 256, 1054 SE, Amsterdam, registered in the trade register of the
Chamber of Commerce of Amsterdam under number 66962037 (hereinafter referred to as "EVENTÔIR").
1.2 Client: the person who instructs EVENTÔIR to provide services in the field of travel and events.
1.3 Service provider: the carrier, accommodation provider or other provider of travel or event services, with whom the
client enters into an agreement, responsible for the execution of these services.
1.4 Participant: the natural person (s) to whom one (or more) service (s) is awarded based on the agreement concluded
with the client.
1.5 Agreement: the contract of assignment between the contractor and the client.
1.6 Contract value: the total value of the contract (including taxes).

2.

Applicability
2.1 These general terms and conditions apply to the creation and content of all quotations, offers, agreements, deliveries
and services of EVENTÔIR.
2.2 These terms and conditions and the exclusions and / or limitations of the liability of EVENTÔIR included herein will
also apply to employees and auxiliary agents and intermediaries of EVENTÔIR.
2.3 The applicability of any General Terms and Conditions applied by the client is excluded.
2.4 EVENTÔIR reserves the right to change or supplement these Terms and Conditions.
2.5 In the event of inconsistencies between the provisions of these General Terms and Conditions and the provisions of
the agreement, the latter will prevail.

3.

Establishment agreement
3.1 The agreement is concluded by acceptance by the client of EVENTÔIR's offer. Acceptance can take place both in
writing and verbally.
3.2 EVENTÔIR's offer is without obligation and can be revoked by it, even after acceptance. Revocation must take place
as soon as possible and within 2 working days after the conclusion of the agreement. This provision applies mutatis
mutandis in the event of proposals for amendments to agreements already concluded.
3.3 EVENTÔIR is also not obliged after the expiry of the term as referred to in article 3.2 to maintain an agreement if and
insofar as the offer or the written confirmation is based on a manifest error or error.

4.

Price
4.1 The prices mentioned by EVENTÔIR or mentioned in the offers and / or order confirmations are based on the pricedetermining factors of the relevant service providers known at the time of the presentation of the offer and / or the
conclusion of the agreement.
4.2 If after the conclusion of the agreement the prices of the price-determining factors (including but not limited to:
transport costs, taxes, levies, surcharges and / or currency changes) increase and these increases are passed on by
the service providers, EVENTÔIR is entitled to the price changes as well to charge the client.
4.3 No further price increases will be made within 20 days before departure, unless the names of the participants have
not yet been definitively transferred at the express request of the client and as a result the air transport tickets have
not yet been definitively printed. The contract value can then be adjusted to the actual transport costs at the time of
printing out the tickets.

5.

Payment
5.1 The client who enters into an agreement on behalf or for the benefit of another party is jointly and severally liable for
all obligations arising from the agreement.
5.2 Payment must be made in Euros within the period indicated on the invoice. In the absence of a payment term on the
invoice, payment must be made within 14 days of the invoice date.
5.3 Term of payment:
Payment term: Unless explicitly agreed otherwise in writing, the following applies:
1. Within 14 days after the conclusion of the agreement, payment of a sum amounting to 30% of the contract value
must have been received by EVENTÔIR.
2. At the latest 6 months before the start date of the trip or the event, payment of a total sum of 50% of the contract
value must have been received by EVENTÔIR.
3. At the latest 8 weeks before the start date of the trip or the event, payment of a total sum of 100% of the contract
value must have been received by EVENTÔIR.
4. If the agreement is concluded within 8 weeks before the start date of the trip or the event, the entire contract value
must be paid at once.
EVENTÔIR is always entitled to deviate from this if the conditions of a service provider, with whom it has entered into
an agreement on behalf or for the benefit of the client, may give reason to do so (stricter provisions).
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5.4 In case of late (full) payment the client is legally in default. In that case the client shall owe EVENTÔIR the statutory
commercial interest pursuant to article 6: 119a of the Dutch Civil Code on the outstanding amount from the due date
until the day of full payment.
5.5 If the clients’ payment defaults, EVENTÔIR has the authority to proceed to terminate the agreement and to cancel
the services that have been recorded for the benefit of the client without further. In addition to the costs already
charged by third parties or as a result of the cancellation (cancellation), the client is also liable for the cancellation
costs agreed with EVENTÔIR which have been announced at the conclusion of the agreement.
5.6 All costs incurred by EVENTÔIR to collect the amount owed by the client, such as extrajudicial and judicial costs, are
at the expense of the client. The extrajudicial costs are set at 15% of the amount due by the client, with a minimum of
250 euros.
6.

Changes and / or cancellations by the client
6.1 If the client wishes to make changes to the agreement after the conclusion of the agreement with EVENTÔIR, this is
only possible if agreement has been reached between the parties in writing and the client has all costs related to this
change (including change / additional costs incurred by third parties at EVENTÔIR charge). If (parts of) the
assignment is (are) carried out by third parties, this must also have been agreed with the changes.
6.2 If the client terminates (cancels) the contract, all related costs are at his expense and remains liable to EVENTÔIR
for his agreed remuneration and he must compensate EVENTÔIR for all costs that EVENTÔIR may already have
paid (to third parties) or is still obliged to do comply.
6.3 The client must cancel the agreement in writing. The agreement shall be deemed to have been canceled (canceled)
on the day that EVENTÔIR has received written notice from the client.
6.4 If a trip or event is composed of different modules, to which different cancellation conditions apply, the relevant
provisions apply per module. These will be made known to the client in the event of cancellation.

7.

Changes, cancellation and / or dissolution by EVENTÔIR and / or service provider
7.1 EVENTÔIR is entitled to unilaterally change or terminate the agreement due to weighty circumstances. Important
circumstances are defined as circumstances that are of such a nature that (further) commitment of EVENTÔIR to the
agreement cannot reasonably be required. EVENTÔIR will immediately inform the client of this.
7.2 The client has the right to terminate the agreement if it concerns a change of one or more essential points and
cannot be reasonably required of the modified booked service (s). This right will expire 48 hours after the notification
of the change has been made.
7.3 If the agreement is dissolved due to weighty circumstances as described in Article 7.1, EVENTÔIR is obliged to
refund any payments for non-received services to the client. By restoring any payments from the client, EVENTÔIR
is fully complied with its obligations towards the client.
7.4 If the cause of the dissolution can be attributed to the client, he shall be liable to EVENTÔIR for compensation for the
resulting damage. Article 6 is fully applicable.
7.5 EVENTÔIR is entitled to change the planning of parts of a program in respect of time in the interim, without the client
being entitled to dissolution or any (damage) compensation.

8.

Liability EVENTÔIR
8.1 EVENTÔIR is obliged to execute the agreement in accordance with the expectations that the client could reasonably
have on the grounds of the agreement.
8.2 If the trip or the event does not proceed in accordance with the expectations referred to in article 8.1, the client is
obliged to inform EVENTÔIR and the service provider (s) as referred to in article 12 as soon as possible. The client
shall notify EVENTÔIR / service provider (s) able to adjust still deliver in accordance with the expectations that the
client could reasonably have on the grounds of the agreement.
8.3 If the trip or the event does not proceed in accordance with the expectations referred to in Article 8.1, EVENTÔIR is
obliged to compensate the client for any damage, unless the shortcoming in the performance is not attributable to
EVENTÔIR / assistants engaged by it, because:
a. The shortcoming in the execution of the agreement can be attributed to the client or the participant; or
b. the shortcoming in the execution of the agreement could not be foreseen or could not be canceled and attributable
to a third party who is not involved in the delivery of the services included in the trip; or
c. The shortcoming in the execution of the agreement is due to an event that EVENTÔIR and / or the person whose
assistance he uses in the execution of the agreement, with due observance of all possible care could not foresee or
remedy; or
d. The shortcoming in the execution of the agreement is due to force majeure as referred to in Article 9.
8.4 EVENTÔIR is also not liable if and insofar as the client or participant has been able to recover his damages under an
insurance policy, such as a travel and / or cancellation insurance policy.
8.5 The possible liability of EVENTÔIR remains always limited to the amount of the contract sum of the relevant
assignment and EVENTÔIR is never liable for more than the amount that its insurance pays out.
8.6 The exclusions and / or limitations of EVENTÔIR's liability included in this article also apply to employees of
EVENTÔIR and relevant service providers, as well as their personnel.
8.7 If a treaty (including a European Regulation) is applicable to a service included in the agreement, EVENTÔIR may
invoke an exclusion or limitation of liability that that treaty or regulation grants or permits to a service provider as
such.
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9.

Force Majeure
9.1 If EVENTÔIR or a service provider available to it due to force majeure is prevented, hindered or delayed in or from
performing any of its obligations under this agreement by a Force Majeure event, EVENTÔIR shall not be in breach
of this agreement or otherwise liable for any such failure or delay in the performance of such obligations.
9.2 Force majeure event means any circumstance not within EVENTÔIR’s reasonable control including, without
limitation: acts of God, flood, drought, earthquake or other natural disaster; epidemic or pandemic; terrorist attack,
civil war, civil commotion or riots, war, threat of or preparation for war, armed conflict, imposition of sanctions,
embargo, or breaking off of diplomatic relations; and any law or any action taken by a government or public authority,
including without limitation imposing quarantine on international arrivals due to a pandemic, export or import
restrictions, quota or prohibition, or failing to grant a necessary license or consent.

10. Obligations of the client and / or participant
10.1 Before or at the conclusion of the agreement or as soon as possible thereafter, the client shall provide all
information concerning himself and the participants that are necessary for the proper execution of the agreed
services. The client and the participants agree that EVENTÔIR will pass on and process and store the details of the
client and participants that are important for the proper execution of the agreed services to the service providers,
insofar as this is necessary for a good service. The client guarantees that the participants have given permission for
this and indemnifies EVENTÔIR for any claims in this respect. If the client or participant does not wish this transfer,
processing or storage of data or remains in default with it, EVENTÔIR is not liable for delays and / or other damage
as a result.
10.2 The client and participants are obliged to comply with all indications of EVENTÔIR to promote the service (s)
(including but not limited to indications of check-in times and transfer times) and to hold EVENTÔIR harmless for
any damage resulting from or otherwise related to their conduct and / or failure to act and to bear the resulting
damage yourself.
10.3 The participant who causes such nuisance or burden as a result of which the proper execution of the service (s) is,
to a large extent, more difficult or can be made more difficult, can be excluded by EVENTÔIR and / or service
provider from the service (s). All resulting damage will be for the account of the client.
11. Indemnity and joint and several liabilities
11.1 The client indemnifies EVENTÔIR against claims from the participant (s) or third parties arising from or connected
with this agreement.
11.2 The client is jointly and severally liable for the obligations of the participant (s) in relation to EVENTÔIR and / or
service provider.
11.3 The client and the participant (s) are (are) obliged to prevent any (further) damage and / or limit it as much as
possible, including by reporting complaints to EVENTÔIR as soon as possible.

12. Complaints, lapse of claim and applicable law
Complaints regarding the services of EVENTÔIR
12.1 Complaints about the advice and information provided by EVENTÔIR and the handling of reservations, must be
submitted to EVENTÔIR in writing and with motivation at the latest within one month after the client has taken
cognizance of the facts to which the complaint relates.
12.2 EVENTÔIR strives to handle the complaint with the necessary speed.
Complaints about the execution of the service(s)
12.3 The client must report any complaints regarding the execution of the service to the (representative of the) service
provider without delay and must first try to find a solution with the (representative of the) service provider on site.
The client must also inform EVENTÔIR as soon as possible about the submitted complaint.
12.4 The client must always give the service provider the opportunity to effectuate a suitable solution for the complaint.
12.5 If the complaint cannot be solved on the spot with the (representative of the) service provider, the client must
immediately contact EVENTÔIR. EVENTÔIR will endeavor to resolve the complaint satisfactorily in consultation with
the service provider and insofar as this is possible.
12.6 If the complaint cannot be resolved satisfactorily on the spot, it must be submitted to EVENTÔIR as soon as
possible but no later than one month after return. EVENTÔIR will pass on the complaint to the service provider for
further processing, insofar as it relates to the execution of the service. Both the service provider and EVENTÔIR
strive to handle the complaint with the necessary speed.

Loss of claim
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12.7 Any right of claim with respect to EVENTÔIR's liability will lapse after one year, starting from the moment when the
booked service is performed and / or granted.
Applicable law
12.8 These terms and conditions are exclusively governed by the laws of the Netherlands. All disputes will be submitted
to the competent court in Amsterdam, notwithstanding EVENTÔIR’s right to submit the dispute to any other
competent court.
In all cases where this English translation of EVENTÔIR’s general terms and conditions might divert from the original Dutch version,
the latter shall be decisive. EVENTÔIR does not accept any liability for the correctness and completeness of this translation.
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